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Faith & Joy: Memoirs Of A Revolutionary Priest

FERNANDO CARDENAL, S.J.
Fernando Cardenal, a Nicaraguan Jesuit priest, oversaw a national literacy campaign and served as Minister of Education in the revolutionary Sandinista government in the 1980s. The Sandinista revolution was unusual for the wide participation of Christians in the struggle. However, the role of priests in the revolutionary government (including Fernando’s brother, Ernesto Cardenal, a famous poet), was a source of bitter controversy with the Vatican. When he declined to resign his government post (judging that it would be a grave sin if I were to abandon my priestly option for the poor), Cardenal was suspended from the priesthood and expelled from the Society of Jesus. Underlying this dramatic story is the deep sense of vocation, which inspired Cardenal’s commitment to the poor, his decision to join the revolutionary struggle, and his work within the revolution to instill values of self-sacrifice, generosity, and love. When he later became disillusioned by the corruption of certain party leaders, these same values prompted his break with the Sandinistas.
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**Customer Reviews**

A fine description by a fine man in a challenging position. Three cheers for people who "get into" molding where they are!!!! Thank you.

So honest, so moving. How can I dare to not have HOPE when within unbelievable circumstances, the people lived HOPE!

A GREAT PROPHET HAS RISEN AMONG US AND THAT PROPHET IS PERNANDO CARDENAL, S.J.,
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